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SHOW-AND-SELL TIME
Before most of us realize it, the big final
quarter selling season has rolled around again
and many of our local merchants are mighty
glad that it has. Because this year, more than
ever, they are looking forward to the boost
that the seasons glamorous new packagings,
extra promotions and opportunities for merchandising plus items, will bring them.
Based on past experience it’s reasonable
to expect that our local retailers will sell over
30% of their annual total gallonage during
these last three months. But that’s only half
the story. During these big months, in addition to their customary “bread-and-butter
staples” they will also be able to sell a greater
proportion of the higher priced gift wares and
specialty items that put more dollars in their
tills and a better percentage of profit in their
pockets.
So in all, it adds up to a bright prospect that has come at the end of a long hot
summer of uncertainties caused by upset
conditions, rising costs and dwindling profit
margins.
About this time every year since the
industry has been making a really big production of the holiday trade, there arises
the question of timing. When or how soon
should the retailer actually start getting into
the act?
We know, of course, that traditionally the
bulk of the holiday business has been done
at the eleventh hour and that the same will
probably hold true again this year. But we
also know that just about every other industry
we’re competing with for the holiday dollar,
keeps starting its promotions earlier and earlier each season. They seem to believe that
the old general whose formula for success
was, “Git Thar Furstest with the Mostest”,
knew what he was talking about.
So in our opinion the sooner the retailer
can start his own “Show and Sell” project this
year, the better off he will be. Certainly he
has nothing to lose by planning ahead to the
extent of definitely establishing a modest but
representative display of attractive specialty
items that could be expanded into a glamorous full-sized Gift Center as the new products
become available. Besides advertising his
wares to his parade of regular customers he
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could also be getting a pretty good idea of
exactly which of the cast selection of available items would be most desirable for his
own particular trade.

TRUTH-BE-TOLD
I cannot take credit for the above editorial. I periodically peruse past Beverage
Journals and I recently found myself flipping
through the October 1967 edition. Yes,
October 1967. We actually have original
Beverage Journals going back to 1945.
I re-typed former Beverage Journal Editor & Publisher, Ralph Chase’s, "Show-andSell Time" word for word from the original
publication that ran over 50 years ago. But
for a couple references that I found odd and
unrecognizable, (anyone know who 'the old
general' is?) the information Mr. Chase is
relaying is useful and relevant today. His references to the troubling times and economy
are prescient.
Please make a point to check out our
2021 Holiday Gift Guide, by Marlena Blitz
starting on page 18. We hope our annual
feature highlighting many of the value-added
packs and gift boxes will assist you in creating your own “Show and Sell” effort. n
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The Barking Dog
of Bethesda
Has The Pandemic Taken
a Bite Out of The Dog?
Establishments that depend on commercialdistrict employees as their patrons
encounter unique obstacles
in their attempt to return to normal.

T

his is the fourth in a series of articles I’ve been writing on the Great
Reopening of 2021. And while the
previous installments covered the
successful returns to form of Baltimore, Ellicott City, and Ocean City, Md., this month’s
market – the office-heavy, Montgomery
County city of Bethesda – has not fared as
well in the ongoing pandemic.
John McManus, co-owner of The Barking Dog located in the heart of Bethesda’s
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commercial district, is one of those proprietors who has felt the sting. “There’s no
one down here!” he exclaimed, during a
recent interview with the Beverage Journal.
“There are crickets. You could throw a grenade down the street and you wouldn’t kill
anybody. Now, there are some people who
have returned to their offices. I’ll give you a
perfect example. My wife is in a brand-new
office half a block from here. She just started
going back three days a week. But her of-

fice is 60 percent empty. People are coming
back, and they’re going out. We did have a
big Happy Hour last night [this interview was
conducted in late September] with an office
that brought 35 or 40 people. But that is, by
far, the exception and not the rule. Things
are NOT back to normal!”
The biggest loss of revenue for The
Barking Dog has been substantially fewer
corporate events and office parties. “It’s
where we make our money,” McManus said.
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“Selling beer and burgers is fine. But I need
the parties to make the money.”
He continued, “I just don’t think people
are comfortable yet, especially in Bethesda.
Bethesda is highly vaccinated. Yet you see
people wearing masks in their cars by themselves. I don’t have a problem with personal
safety, and we are starting to get some parties. But I literally just had a lady call me.
She asked about windows being opened
and mask mandates, and I said, ‘Listen, it
sounds like you need to stay home! I can’t
guarantee you anything.’”
Other nearby eating and drinking establishments have been going through similar
upheaval. Among the once-popular businesses that have closed during the last 18plus months are Booeymonger, Flanagan’s
Harp & Fiddle, George’s Chophouse, Gusto
Farm to Street, Jaleo, and Prima, among
others.
“For us,” McManus noted, “things are
about 90 percent back to where they were.
Yes, a lot of that is a function of the fact that
many places have closed. And there’s a lot
of weird patterns going on here in Bethes-
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The biggest loss of revenue for The Barking Dog has been
substantially fewer corporate events and office parties.

~ John McManus

Co-Owner, The Barking Dog
da, and I can’t figure them out.” Indeed,
Muscle Bar is closed two days a week. By
most accounts, the Silver Diner is hurting for
customers during the week, but quite busy
on the weekends.
The Barking Dog has advantages,
though, that some of these other places
lack. “We are in a little different situation
than others,” McManus conceded, “because we’re privately owned. My partner
[Bob Brooksbank] and I have owned it for 21
years. We own the building. We own everything in it. We don’t lease equipment. We
don’t have any bank debt. The only thing
we have is an SBA loan, which is what saved
us during the pandemic. Had we not gotten
that loan, we probably would have been out
of business.”
McManus stated that the biggest test of
his and Brooksbank’s leadership has been
managing finances. “But let me tell you,” he
added, with a big grin. “I was on the ball
with the grants and the loans! The minute
they announced them, I filed. The difference
is, if you weren’t legitimate, you weren’t getting money. If you were paying people un-

der the table, you weren’t getting money.
If you weren’t paying yourself, you weren’t
getting money. A lot of places that operated
in the ‘underground economy’ where they
don’t pay people on a payroll, they weren’t
going to get Paycheck Protection Program
(PPP) money and they sure weren’t going to
get a grant if they couldn’t prove income.
We’re real. We have an accountant. We
have a bookkeeper. What the government
did saved a lot of small businesses in America. People can say what they want. PPP
wasn’t a perfect program. A lot of people
abused it. But it saved my family business.
It was instrumental. The government mucks
a lot of things up. But, man, they did it right
with that.”
On the local level, he added, “The minute Montgomery County would announce a
grant, I would apply. I got multiple grants
from the county. They weren’t a lot [of money], but they helped! Navigating the PPP
was a bitch, but we got both our loans forgiven. Also, Montgomery County did us a
solid when they allowed off-premise alcohol
sales. That is something I really hope stays.
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"I literally just had a lady
call me. She asked about
windows being opened
and mask mandates,
and I said, ‘Listen, it sounds
like you need to stay home!
I can’t guarantee you anything.”

I was also very lucky to have an outdoor
space with picnic tables that we added literally right before the pandemic. I obtained
a permit for outdoor dining and seating,
which I had for years. But until I got picnic
tables, it was never a big thing for us. It
worked out really well. It was the best thousand dollars I ever spent! The return on that
has been awesome.”
Speaking to other operators reading this
who are struggling with the still lingering
coronavirus, McManus stressed the need for
personal dedication to the job and the business during such times of crisis. “I’ve been
here 21 years,” he said, “and the only reason I’ve survived is because I’m here every
day! My partner and I have worked together
a total of 31 years, and he and I are here

SHOW MORE
8 SELL MORE

every single day.”
But even he can see the day coming
when he might step away: “I have my last
kid in college. My wife works. I’m 57 years
old, and I bought my first place when I was
25. I haven’t been afraid to gamble, and I
think I’ve managed my money well.”
Nevertheless, McManus remains an
optimist. “The glass is always half-full and
not half-empty with me,” he concluded.
“I’ve also had a lot of help, and I give credit
where credit is due. As far as I’m concerned,
if you can survive the pandemic up until this
point, you can basically survive anything. It
has required people to work harder, make
less. But, ultimately, if you came out of it,
you were a Hell of a lot stronger.” n
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TIMELESS SIGNATURE RESERVE PORT
A NEW DESIGN CELEBRATING THE HISTORY
OF GRAHAM’S SIGNATURE RESERVE PORT.

WHISKEY:
WHAT‘S NEW

FULL BLOOM

LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON

Longtime Wild Turkey master distiller Eddie Russell, son of the
legendary Jimmy Russell, who has been making bourbon at the
Kentucky distillery for some 60 years, has unveiled Master’s Keep
One. The sixth limited-edition whiskey to join the Master’s Keep series
that launched in 2015, it melds different bourbons—a complex 14-yearold and a blend of mid-aged eight-to-10-year-olds—to reflect Eddie
and Jimmy’s disparate passions. A second maturation in new oak
barrels lends the liquid layers of butterscotch, vanilla, and caramel. 101
proof, SRP: $175 per 750ml bottle.

DRAMATIC EFFECT

Act 9, the ninth iteration
of the annual A Midwinter
Night’s Dram series, has
arrived at Utah’s High West
Distillery & Saloon. This
year’s limited-edition release
stars the flagship High West
Rendezvous Rye finished in
ruby and tawny Port casks
for an additional one to two
years. Notes of sugar plum,
blackberry, cinnamon, and
dried thyme leaf all play
nicely with the rye’s complex
spice character. 98.6 proof,
SRP: $99.99 per 750ml bottle.
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The always-adventurous Compass Box has expanded its signature
range of blended malt Scotch whiskies with the fruit-forward
Orchard House. Spirit stocks, acquired from various distilleries just
after production, are immediately matured in a number of different
barrel types, including those that once held bourbon, Oloroso
sherry-seasoned butts, and custom French oak varieties. Orchard
House exhibits notes of apple juice, banana, honey, strawberry, and
restrained peat. 92 proof, SRP: $50 per 750ml bottle.

THE WOOD EFFECT

Following the spring release of the dark,
leathery FAE-01, Maker’s Mark has introduced
FAE-02, the next limited-edition installment of
its Wood Finishing Series. Just as FAE-01 did
with American oak, the full-bodied, creamy
FAE-02 bourbon partakes of the distillery’s
distinctive wood stave-finishing technique. For
FAE-02, fully matured, cask-strength whiskey
is mellowed in second barrels fitted with
proprietary double heat-treated virgin French
oak barrel staves that undergo an infrared
exposure before a flame-toasted finish. 109.1
proof, SRP: $59 per 750ml bottle.

A NIGHTCAP

Fresh cream from the farm and
Michelone Reserve Bourbon Whiskey
made with corn, winter wheat, dark
pumpernickel rye, and two-row barley
at the Columbus, Ohio, distillery Middle
West Spirits, come together in Middle
West Spirits Bourbon Cream. The
small-batch liqueur, ideal for holiday
dessert pairings or after-dinner imbibing,
is laced with aromas of vanilla, amaretto,
caramel, and dark chocolate. 30 proof,
SRP: $24.99 per 750ml bottle.
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WHISKEY:
WHAT‘S NEW
FIRST STEPS

Beer behemoth Molson Coors Beverage
Company has made its first foray into the
full-strength spirits market with Five Trail
Blended American Whiskey. Produced
in partnership with Bardstown Bourbon
Company in Kentucky, it is the inaugural
product offering under the new Coors Whiskey
Co. umbrella. The 95-proof Five Trail combines
Colorado single-malt whiskey with three
bourbons and Rocky Mountain water for a
sweet-spice blend with undertones of honey,
caramel, and roasted nuts. Currently available
in Colorado, Georgia, Nevada, and New York.
SRP: $59.99 per 750ml bottle.

JOYFUL ACCIDENT

OLD-WORLD SCOTLAND

Two expressions of Benriach Single Malt Scotch Whisky can now
be found in the U.S. Alongside the 97.4-proof Benriach Malting
Season, produced using the historic floor malting method that very
few Scottish distilleries continue to embrace, there is the 105.6-proof
Benriach Smoke Season. This small-batch release is an ode to
the 19th century, when heavily peated single malts were coveted
in Speyside. Benriach’s smokiest release to date, it is made with
Highland peat derived from ancient trees and heather. SRP: $148.99
(Malting Season) and $71.99 (Smoke Season) per 750ml bottle.

SIXTH ROUND

Seattle distillery Westland has
unveiled the sixth iteration of
its Garryana American Single
Malt. Edition 6, a continuation
of Westland’s investigation into
the rare Pacific Northwest oak
Quercus garryana, is part of the
brand’s limited-edition Outpost
Range portfolio (there are
only 5,922 bottles of Edition
6), which also includes the
American Single Malt Whiskies
Colere and the forthcoming
Solum. Edition 6 spends time
in both brandy and sherry
casks and expresses cedar,
cinnamon, and dried apricot
on the palate. 100 proof, SRP:
$149.99 per 750ml bottle.
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Shortly after production of the Woodford
Reserve 2019 Master's Collection Chocolate
Malted Rye Bourbon, the liquid was
inadvertently transferred to another batch of
untouched bourbon. This spontaneous impact
spawned Chocolate Malt Whisper, the
newest addition to the annual experimental
Distillery Series created by master distiller
Chris Morris. The Kentucky straight bourbon
bursts with flavors of dark chocolate, vanilla
bean, and roasted cocoa. 90.4 proof, SRP:
$49.99 per 750ml bottle.

LUXURY SPLURGE

Sherry-seasoned casks, fashioned
out of oak sourced from northern
Spain and southern France, as
well as forests in Ohio, Missouri,
and Kentucky, make their way to
the Macallan estate in Speyside.
Here, new-make spirit is added
and matured for three decades,
resulting in the Macallan Double
Cask 30 Years Old. Showcasing
notes of cinnamon, ginger,
Madagascan vanilla, and dried fruit,
the aged single malt whisky, part of
the Macallan’s sought-after Double
Cask range, is aptly packaged in
a sleek oak box. 86 proof, SRP:
$4,000 per 750ml bottle.
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WINE
BUZZ
IT’S MOTHER NATURE

WASHINGTON STATE OF MIND

Sustainable New Zealand winery Villa
Maria is aiming to convert 100 percent of its
company vineyards to organic farming by
2030. Reinforcing Villa Maria’s commitment
to the environment is the stateside launch of
its EarthGarden brand via Winebow Imports.
EarthGarden, which uses grapes grown in a
flourishing, healthy vineyard ecosystem, makes
its debut with the citrusy, herbaceous 2020 Villa
Maria EarthGarden Marlborough Sauvignon
Blanc and the 2019 Villa Maria EarthGarden
Marlborough Pinot Noir laden with boysenberry
and blueberry notes. SRP: $20 (Sauvignon
Blanc) and $24 (Pinot Noir) per 750ml bottle.

At Echolands Winery in Walla Walla, Washington, Master Sommelier
and Master of Wine Doug Frost and winemaker Taylor Oswald have
been hard at work developing six fall releases. Four of these—the 2020
Grenache, Rivière-Galets Vineyard; 2019 Syrah, Walla Walla Valley;
2020 Poet-Nat, Seven Hills Vineyard; and 2019 Seven Hills Vineyard
Red—are new vintages of core labels that sold out last year. The 2019
Blue Mountain Cabernet Franc and the 2019 Pepper Bridge Cabernet
Sauvignon, available in early 2022, are brand-new products featuring a
touch of Merlot. SRP: $30-$58 per 750ml bottle.

AUTUMNAL CELEBRATION

Moët & Chandon Grand Vintage
Champagnes, showcasing a single year’s
finest wines, were first introduced in the
mid-19th century. The newly released Moët
& Chandon Grand Vintage 2013, the
House’s 75th vintage, is comprised solely
of grapes harvested in fall 2013, a union of
almost equal parts Chardonnay and Pinot
Noir supplemented by Meunier. Aged for
seven years, the Champagne conjures
layers of white grapefruit, ripe pear, and
toasted nuts. SRP: $63.99 per 750ml bottle.

SONOMA TRADITION

EXTRA TIME

Due to a remarkably late harvest, the 2018 Soul of a Lion Cabernet
Sauvignon (the blend is buoyed by 15% Cabernet Franc and 10%
Petit Verdot) from the DAOU Family Estate winery in Paso Robles is
especially rich and silky, merging flavors of blueberry, boysenberry,
plum, vanilla bean, and chocolate-covered cherry with an underlying
minerality. SRP: $150 per 750ml bottle
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The first vineyard Merry Edwards ever purchased
for her eponymous Russian River Valley winery
was the 24-acre Meredith Estate, back in 1996.
That special site, devoted entirely to Pinot Noir,
continues to elicit classic, elegant wines under
the leadership of winemaker Heidi von der
Mehden. Subtly spicy and food-friendly, the 2019
Merry Edwards Meredith Estate Pinot Noir, for
example, fuses flavors of Bing and black cherry
with violet, baking spice, and cocoa nib. SRP: $80
per 750ml bottle.
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THE
FIND

SPIRIT OF THE DESERT

MADE IN OAXACA

Storytelling is at the heart of the Producer Mezcal, a brand,
currently distributed in California, New York, Nevada, and Texas, that
captures the craftsmanship and complexity behind the creation of
this agave spirit. One of the inaugural small-batch expressions is
Ensamble, a blend of the agaves espadin and cuishe that maestro
Erasto Martinez Hernandez produces in copper pot stills over an
eight-to-11-day open-air fermentation period. The other, from maestro
Celestino Sernas Lopez, is Tepeztate, which expresses the terroir
of Oaxaca’s coastal Sierra Sur region through a subtle salinity. SRP:
$46.99 (Ensamble) and $97.99 (Tepeztate) per 750ml bottle.

The first product from newcomer Marfa Spirit Co., founded by Josh
Shepard, Seth Siegel-Gardner, and Morgan Weber, is the earthy,
herbaceous Chihuahuan Desert Sotol, launched in partnership with
Sotol Don Celso in Janos, Mexico. Spawned from a plant that only
grows wild in its namesake desert, the sotol is distilled in Mexico,
and then processed and bottled in Texas at the Marfa distillery, an
historic, one-time feed mill. Try it in Margarita and Negroni variations.
SRP: $48-$55 per 750ml bottle.

A BRIGHT APERITIF

Chauvet Frères is known for wines like a
Beaujolais Blanc, but the Charnay-les-Mâconbased French producer also turns out a deep
purple Crème de Cassis de Bourgogne that
highlights blackcurrants grown in the Côte de
Beaune’s Merceuil area. Pour it over ice for a
jolt of pure fruit flavor, mix it with bubbly for
a festive of-the-season Kir Royale, or weave
it into a wintry fruit crumble. SRP: $26.99 per
750ml bottle.

STATESIDE SOUTH AFRICAN RUM

FRUIT-FORWARD AND FIZZY

Anheuser-Busch is in the midst of rolling out NÜTRL Vodka Seltzer
in the U.S. Combining only Canadian vodka, seltzer, and real fruit
juice, the 100-calorie canned beverage is both gluten- and sugar-free
and available in pineapple, raspberry, and watermelon varieties. SRP:
$14.99 per six-pack.
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Holmes Cay Rum’s latest limited-edition single
cask offering is the Holmes Cay South Africa
Mhoba 2017, the country’s first-ever rum to
make it to the U.S. Only four barrels of it were
produced at Mhoba Distillery, in South Africa’s
Mpumalanga province, before the liquid, aged
for four years in South African whisky casks,
was shipped to New York State for bottling.
A collaboration with master distiller Robert
Greaves, who designed the crusher and pot
stills used in the rum-making process, the
Mhoba 2017 showcases hand-cut, freshpressed sugarcane grown on the distillery’s
adjacent farm. SRP: $109 per 750 ml bottle.
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MADE WITH WATER ENRICHED
BY PACIFIC MINERALS
Create a smoother vodka soda

CONTACT YOUR
CAMPARI AMERICA SALES
REPRESENTATIVE TODAY

SKYY® Vodka distilled from grain. 40% alc./vol. (80 Proof). ©2021 Campari America, New York, NY. Please enjoy responsibly.

Holiday
Gift Guide

1

TEXT BY MARLENA BLITZ

It seems the world is still in flux from COVID-19, but one
constant remains: people are still buying beverage alcohol.
This holiday season, make sure your shelves are stocked for
the ultimate buying experience.
The Beverage Media Holiday Gift Guide remains a staple
resource for the industry to showcase a sample of valueadded packs and gift boxes available this season. From
whiskies to sparkling wine and everything in between, we've
featured an array of products. Remember, availability and
prices vary by market. Please check with your distributors.
Have a happy, healthy and prosperous holiday season! ■

1 Chêne Bleu Le Box with Aliot
Vin de Pays du Vaucluse 2016,
Abélard AOC Ventoux 2013,
and Héloïse Vin de Pays du
Vaucluse 2013
2 2021 ABERFELDY Limited
Edition 18 Year Old in a tin case

2

3 Courvoisier VS 750ml bottle
and two 10.5oz custom molded
4 Dom Ruinart Blancs de
Blanc 2009 in a white gift box

5 Gran Centenario Leyenda
Extra Anejo 750ml using
150-year-old tradition
Seleccion Suave by Gallardo in
a black gift box

3

6 Remy Martin XO Limited
Edition in a gold gift box
7 Grand Marnier Live Grand
750ml bottle with 2 custom
flute glasses and Grand Old
Fashioned and Grand 75 recipes

4
5

8 Far Niente Holiday Gift Pack
including 750ml bottles of Far
Niente, En Route, Bella Union,
Nickel & Nickel and Dolce

7

6
8

Note: Bottles are all 750ml unless otherwise indicated. Availability may vary by market; check with your sales representative.

11
10

9

12

9 Matthew Bruno Wines Holiday Pack

13

wines in a gift box

15

10 Absolut Elyx Tiny Tini Martini Set
with all mixing glass decorated with Elyx’s
signature damask pattern, a long copper
bar spoon, copper julep strainer and a pair
of miniature copper martini coupes in an
Absolut Elyx designed box

14

11 Riondo Prosecco 750ml in a holiday
decorated gift box

12 Three Spirit Non-Alcoholic Livener,
Social Elixir, Nightcap in a gift box

13 Remy Martin VSOP 750ml Limited Edition
in a cityscape gift box

16 Monfleurie’s Launch Edition of
Cognac in a pink gift box

14 Gray Whale Gin + Soy Candle Gift Set

17 Highland Park 18 Viking Pride Single

in a gift set

Malt Scotch Whisky in a black gift box

15 Veuve Clicquot Brut 750ml in a retro

18 Santa Teresa 1796 Holiday VAP with a
750ml and limited edition cantinero coffee
bitters in a decorated VAP

18

17

tape holder box

16

19 Bonny's Vineyard's 6-bottle wooden
pack from Meyer Family Cellars
20 La Grande Dame Brut 2012 in a
stylish gift box

21 Krug Grand Cuvee 750ml in a
magenta gift box

22 Knob Creek 750ml Bourbon with two
10oz custom molded rocks

20
19

21

22

2
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4
5

6

1 Grande Absente Absinthe with a branded glass
and an absinthe spoon in a VAP
2 Chandon By the Bay Sparkling Wine 750ml in a
stylish black and gold gift box
3 Chambord Liqueur 375ml bottle with two mini
korbel bottles of sparkling wine in a Magnifique VAP

4 Limited Edition The Balvenie Single Barrel
21-year-old ingle cask whisky with no more than
300 hand-numbered bottles drawn from each cask.

9

5 Maker's Mark 750ml with a custom branded

7

holiday adult scarf and a custom Branded Bottle
Scarf in a designed VAP

8

6 Mijenta Reposado 750ml in a sustainable gift box
7 Glenfiddich Grande Couronne 750ml in a green
and gold gift box

11

10

12

8 Fonseca Bin 27 Port in a black gift tin
9 Ron Barcelo Imperial Onyx VAP with
two branded glasses

10 Two El Coto Rioja Crianzo 750ml
in a gift box

11

11 Brockman's Gin 750ml with one
properly proper glass in a black gift box

12 LVOV Vodka in a clock tower
lantern gift box

13 Tequila Don Julio Ultima Reserva
750ml in a green patent leather gift box
14 Pommery Brut Rose Royal in a pink
gift box

13

14

Holiday
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7

5

4

8 Rumchata Peppermint Bark 750ml in a
candy cane decorated bottle

9 GH Mumm VAP with 750ml GH Mumm

9

Champagne and 2 branded champagne flutes

8

10 Crystal Head 750ml Vodka in a skull
head with 4 skull shot glasses

1 Cuvee Beatrice Ca' Furlan Prosecco 3-Pack

11 Deep Eddy Gift box with 750ml original
Deep Eddy and 3 minis including Deep Eddy
Ruby Red, Deep Eddy Lemon and Deep
Eddy Lime

2 Disaronno Originale 750ml VAP with a
Disaronno Fizz glass and recipe on the box

3 Bombay Sapphire gin in a spray-paint-

11

can bottle created by graphic designer,
Shavante Royster

4 Hennessy X.O x Julien Colombier Limited
Edition with 750ml Cognac bottle and
branded tray

5 The Tyrconnell Single Malt Irish Whiskey

10

12 The "Brendel Gives Back" Holiday
Bundle with six 750ml bottles including
Noble One Chardonnay and Cooper’s Reed
Cabernet Sauvignon; an added bonus: ten
dollars from each bundle sold will benefit
The Roots Fund

Aged 10 years in Sherry casks in a white
branded tin

13 Wild Turkey Master's Keep One in a
black gift box

6 The Glenlivet Carribean Reserve, Founders
Reserve, 12 YO and 14 YO in a gift box

14 Boondocks Kentucky Whiskey in
stylish brown case

7 Crown Royal Fine De Luxe Canadian Whisky

14

750ml in a purple branded drawstring bag

12

13
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5

6

9
7
8 Macallan's A Night on Earth in Scotland
750ml in a gift case
9 Landmark Vineyards Picnic Kit with

8

one 750ml Landmark Vineyards Overlook
Chardonnay Sonoma County California
2019 and one 750ml Landmark Vneyards
Overlook Pinot Noir 2019

10 Mayacamas 2019 Chardonnay & 2018
Merlot in a branded wooden Gift Set

10
11

11 SelvaRey Rum Owner's Reserve in a
branded yellow gift box
12 Veuve du Vernay Sparkling Brut NV in
a branded gift box

1 Casamigos Reposado 750ml
with 4 custom Casamigos
coasters in a green VAP

13 Tomintoul 16 year old single malt
whisky in a purple open gift pack with
a flask

2 Champagne Louis Roederer
Cristal 2013 in a classic gold
gift box

14 Belle Glos Love by Candlelight
Pack of five 750ml wine bottles with a
custom candle

3 Flor de Cana 130 anniversary
th

bottle in a purple gift box

4 Carolans Irish Cream Liqueur
750ml in a green VAP with one
branded coffee mug
5 Sobieski Vodka Holiday VAP
with speaker and recipes in a
red gift box

6 Courage & Conviction
American Single Malt Whisky
750ml in a blue and gold tin
7 Glenmorangie A Tale of Winter in
a sweater designed white gift box

12

13
14

2
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3

5
8 750ml of Maker's Mark 46 in a

4

black gift box

9 Laphroaig 10 Year Old Scotch
with 2 branded snifter glasses in a
custom VAP

10 Glen Moray Speyside Single Malt
Scotch Whisky Port Cask Finish with
two branded glasses in a blue VAP

6

11 El Tesoro Paradiso Extra Anejo in a
brown and gold gift box

7

12 Gin Lane 1751 Cynthia Rowley
Collaboration – Victoria Pink Bottle
Clutch Bag
13 Amaro Lucano Italian Bitters
750ml in a gift tin

1 Cockburn's Special Reserve and two branded
Cockburn’s port glasses

8

14 Landmark Vineyards Hop Kin
Estates in a black gift box embossed
with the estate

2 Amarula Cream Liqueur 750ml in one
branded glass
3 24 Beers of Cheer including 24 crafted beers
for the holiday season

4 Van Gogh Vodka Dessert Expressions Holiday

9

VAP in a "Make Spirits Bright" box

10

5 Champagne Louis Roederer Vintage 2014 in a
flowery gift box

6 Monkey 47 Schwarzwald Dry Gin 375ml with
two Becher ceramic cups in a branded box

11

7 Hennessy VSOP Privilègx Julien Colombier
Limited Edition in a color jungle themed tin

12

13

14

16

17
18

22 Coravin Sparkling Wine Opener in a gift box

20

23 Gloria Ferrer Carneros Cuvee in a black bottle
outlined gift box

15

24 Johnnie Walker Ghost & Rare Pittyvaich and 7
Rare Whiskies Special Blend in a blue gift box

19

25 Ferrari Trento Italian Sparkling Wine Brut in a
Formula 1 F1 tin case

21

26 The Sexton Irish Whiskey 750ml with 2 glasses
in a branded gift box
27 Plantation ‘Birds of Paradise’ Vintage Limited
Edition Collection Fiji Bottle (other expressions
available)
28 Justin 2018 Isosceles Blending Pack with Justin
Isosceles 2018 750ml, Justin Merlot 2019 375ml,
Justin Cabernet Sauvignon 375ml, Justin Canbernet
Franc 2010 375ml

22
25

24

23
15 Ron Carúpano 18 Reserva Limitada
18 year aged, 80 proof Rum in a blue
tin case

26

16 Zaya 750ml Rum with two tiki
glasses and a Zaya Mai Tai recipe
17 Bowmore 12 Year Old in a white and
black gift box
18 St. Riedel Stemless Wings Glasses
in a Riedel branded box
19 Gin XII with a 750ml bottle of gin
and 2 branded glasses
20 Mischer’Traxler x Perrier-Jouet
Belle Epoque Rose 2013

21 Templeton Rye 4 Year Old with two
branded rocks glasses & tasting notes

28
27

A VISIONARY
BLEND OF
FINE COGNAC
AND BITTER
ORANGE
LIQUEUR.

DRINK WITH STYLE. DRINK RESPONSIBLY.
GRANDMARNIER.COM

LIVE GRAND
GRAND MARNIER® LIQUEUR. 40% ALC./VOL. (80 PROOF). ©2020 CAMPARI AMERICA, NEW YORK, NY.

VSOP COGNAC AUDACIOUSLY BLENDED
WITH ORANGE LIQUEUR, FOR A

SOIRÉE

GRAND MARNIER® LIQUEUR. 40% ALC./VOL. (80 PROOF). ©2020 CAMPARI AMERICA, NEW YORK, NY.
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8 Elijah Craig Small Batch Bourbon 750ml
with old fashioned cocktail syrup in an Old
Fashioned cocktail kit VAP
9 Absente Absinthe with one branded
cocktail glass and a absinthe spoon

7

750ml in a green gift box

11 Santa Margherita Uncork
Extraordinary 750ml wines in tin boxes
12 Aperol Spritz pack which includes one
750ML bottle of Aperol, the iconic orange
liqueur, and one 750ML bottle of crisp,
bubbly Cinzano Prosecco D.O.C. for the
perfect pairing.

6

1 Proper Twelve Irish Whiskey

10 Naud Extra Cognac in a Blue Gift Box

2 Compass Box Whiskey
Peat Monster gift set with two
branded glasses in a decorated
VAP

13 Louis Roederer Collection 242 in a
white gift box

3 Ardbeg Traigh Bhan 19 Islay

14 Ron Carúpano 21 Reserva Privada 21

Single Malt Scotch Whisky in a
black and white gift box

aged, 80 proof rum in a black case

9

8

4 Nolet's Reserve Dry Gin in a
gold gift box

10

5 Tanteo Blanco 50ml, Tanteo
Jalapeno 50ml, Tanteo Chipotle
50ml and Tanteo Habanero 50ml
in a blue box

6 Perrier Jouet Belle Epoque
Brut 2013 Two Flute Ecobox Set

7 The Glenrothes Speyside Single
Malt Scotch 18 Years Old in a black
gift box

13
12
14
11

16
15

17
20
19

15 Salcheto Gift Box with three bottles:
two bottles of Vecchie Viti del Salco
2016 and one Salcheto Nobile del
Montelpulciano in a gift box
16 Tequila Corralejo Reposado 750ml
with 2 branded pina cocktail glasses and
a margarita recipe
17 Perla Variety Pack of 10 Flavored
Cocktails

18
21

18 Compass Box's Core Range Whiskies
with three 50ml of Peat Monster, The Spice
Tree, and The Story of a Spaniard

23

19 Bartenura Moscato Gift Bag

22

20 Disaronno Velvet 750ml with 2
branded rocks glasses in a white VAP

21 Casamigos Mezcal Joven 750ml with 4
custom branded coasters in a VAP

26
25

24

22 Magellan Original Blue Gin 750ml in a
VAP with two flower glasses

23 Medlock Ames Garden Collection with a
bottle of 2017 Fifty Tons Cabernet Sauvignon,
olive oil and raspberry jam in a gift box

27

24 'Harmonie' by Alfred Giraud French
Malt Whisky 750ml in a grey gift box
25 Shipwreck Coconut Rum VAP with
Tiki Mug
26 La Crema Russian River Sparkling
Wine with 750ml Blanc de Blanc and
750ml with Rose in a gift box
27 Rare Champagne Millesime Brut 2008
in an embossed black and gold gift box

28 Yamazaki 25 Single Malt Japanese
Whisky in a black gift box

28

Holiday
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5

4

1 Henri Bardouin Pastis Grand Cru 750ml
VAP with 2 branded shot glasses
2 Delamain Cognac Ancestral Grande
Champagne in a brown gift box
3 Nyetimber Brut Cuvee 750ml in a gift
box with 2 branded champagne flutes

6
8

9

4 St. George Gin Dry Rye Gin, Terroir Gin
and Botanivore Gin in three 200ml bottles
5 Chairman's Reserve Vintage 2009
Rum in a white gift box

6 The Glenlivet 12 Year Old with two
whisky tumblers

7

7 Champagne Gosset 12 Ans de Cave a
Minima in a beige gift box

10

12

11
8 Maestro Dobel Pavito Tequila 750ml in a
branded gift case

9 Larceny Small Batch Kentucky Straight
Bourbon 750ml with one branded rocks glass
and one branded flask in a VAP

10 Champagne Billecart Salmon Nicolas
François 2007 Champagne in a black and gold
Gift Box
11 Mijenta Blanco 750ml in a sustainable gift box
12 Mortlach 20 Year Old Cowie's Blue Seal
Single Malt Scotch in a blue and gold gift box

13 Dough Wines offers wine sets that benefit
the James Beard Foundation including
the sparkling pack featuring three Dough
Williamette Valley 750ml bottles of Brut and
Brut Rose

13

14 Lustau 125th Anniversary Holiday Gift pack
with three varietals in a black gift box

14

INDUSTRY EVENT

CAMPESINO RUM WINS
WSWA’S 2021 BRAND
BATTLE TOURNAMENT

T

WSWA: Congratulations on winning
WSWA’s Brand Battle! How does it feel?
HATTON SMITH II: It feels great! It feels
like a lot of things I’ve thought about are

AND THE AUDIENCE WINNER IS...
Audience members had the
opportunity to vote for their
favorite brand, naming Mezcal Quiéreme Mucho as the
2021 Brand Battle victor.
Mezcal Quiéreme Mucho
is a land-to-bottle product,
consisting of a line-up of
exceptional mezcals in
hand-painted bottles.

Hatton Smith II

WSWA: What are your plans for sustainability practices and social initiatives?

finally starting to come into place. It takes
something like WSWA’s Brand Battle to
give a brand like mine a chance. Campesino Rum has a purpose and it’s what I laid
out for the judges during the competition.
Winning the rum category and now the
championship will hopefully lead to the next
step of national distribution and becoming a
household brand. Tell us about your brand,
how you got into the spirits industry, and
how you developed your business model?
Campesino started after I used to run
an off-the-grid, illegal rum still in Panama. [When I] wanted to turn it into a real
business, I moved back to the U.S. and
started Campesino. I founded the company in Birmingham, Alabama but it just
launched in Tennessee.
We produce a multi-origin, barrelaged, blended rum, that is free of all additives. What I learned in Panama was the
importance of creating products with integrity. I took everything I learned, and it
became part of my entrepreneurial DNA.
When I moved back to the U.S., I started
looking at what existed in this market. I realized that none of these other brands were
about integrity or transparency.

HS: As far as sustainability goes, the first
thing we’ve done is with our glass bottle.
The top is always attached to the bottle,
and the reason for this is that Alabama
doesn't actually have a way to recycle
glass. I wanted to create a bottle that can
be reused versus recycled.
I am currently working on a new
social initiative. I used to be a hiking
guide in Panama before I started distilling
rum. The valley was a jaguar habitat.
Right now, we're in conversation with
a local jaguar refuge and conservation
group out of Panama, trying to establish
how our partnership is going to work. I
have a great love for the outdoors and
for animals in the natural environment
(particularly big cats).
WSWA: What does winning Brand Battle
mean for you and your future plans?
HS: There is an opportunity for Campesino

to lead a ‘rum revolution’ if we do the right
things. I am so thankful for Brand Battle
and WSWA because it has given me a platform in front of distributors. Winning the
2021 Brand Battle is another testament to
the fact that the hard work we are doing
is paying off.
WSWA is grateful for all who attended
and participated in the 2021 Brand battle.
WSWA looks forward to the 2022 Brand
Battle. Visit WSWA.org to learn more. n

ILLUSTRATION AND PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF WSWA BRAND BATTLE TOURNAMENT / CAMPESINO

he Wine & Spirits Wholesalers of
America (WSWA) hosted its 2021
Brand Battle Championship on
September 14. The event concluded
a summer-long tournament which provided a unique stage for 46 brands across
eight wine and spirits categories. Each
brand owner shared their product and
story with a panel of judges made up of
leading distributors, industry experts, and
consumers. Nine category winners were
selected to compete in the championship.
Campesino Rum was named the 2021
Brand Battle Champion. Created by Hatton
Smith II, who is just 27 years old, Campesino is a unique brand focused on changing
preexisting thoughts about rum by using
real ingredients, promoting brand transparency, and focusing on sustainability.
WSWA’s Brand Battle organizers connected with Smith, a Birmingham, Alabama
native, to learn more about Campesino and
his victory.

BRAND PROFILE

60 YEARS OF
CREATIVE EVOLUTION

T

hroughout its 60 years of winemaking, Villa Maria has led the
pack when it comes to sustainability, innovation, and quality
in New Zealand, maintaining those principles from their pinnacle icon wines to
their everyday, entry-level ones. Though
they will continue to be crafted with the
same sustainable philosophies and attention to detail that they always have been,
Villa Maria’s Private Bin collection is getting a makeover, making these fruit-driven wines even easier to identify and enjoy.
When George Fistonich founded Villa
Maria in 1961, he was likely unaware it
would have such a far-reaching impact. At
the time, he was much more focused on
making wine from a five-acre vineyard
in Auckland. Since then, Villa Maria has
grown well beyond its modest roots. Seeing the promise in Hawke’s Bay’s ancient
riverbeds, they purchased vineyards there
in 1975, which added varieties like Merlot
to their portfolio. Shortly thereafter, they
expanded yet again—this time into sunny
Marlborough, where they planted Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Noir.
As a New Zealand-owned company,
Villa Maria has also been mindful of their
responsibility to future generations, embracing a “step lightly” philosophy from
the very beginning. Their commitment

can be seen in their move towards organic
viticulture and resolve to reduce their carbon footprint.
But Villa Maria’s sustainability initiatives are not limited to New Zealand’s
shores. They’ve also recently partnered
with the Billion Oyster Project to help restore oyster reefs in New York Harbor.
Villa Maria now grows over two dozen
different grape varieties and boasts six
wine collections, including Private Bin, a
collection of sustainably made, fruit-driv-

Villa Maria has moved towards organic viticulture
and is reducing their carbon footprint.

en wines from Marlborough and Hawke’s
Bay. The wines are crafted in an elegant,
vibrant style and are suitable for any occasion. Their new, innovative packaging reflects this versatility and was redesigned
with consumers top of mind.
Label information has been reorganized for greater clarity, with the variety
and region name more prominently displayed and Private Bin written in gold cursive at the bottom. The bottle is a darker
green, which also makes the cream-colored label stand out on a crowded shelf.
The updated black-and-white screw cap
shows New Zealand’s rugged landscape in
greater detail, connecting consumers to
the wine’s terroir every time they crack
open a bottle. The new design threads the
needle between subtlety and sophistication and can be found on the Private Bin
Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc, Marlborough Pinot Noir, and Hawke’s Bay Rosé.
The design changes are bold, but innovative packaging is nothing new for Villa
Maria—after all, they were the first New
Zealand winery to completely switch from
cork to screw cap closures. The company
has been pushing boundaries ever since
its founding, and while it's impossible to
predict what the next 60 years will bring,
if the past is any indication more bold
changes lie ahead. n

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF VILLA MARIA

VILLA MARIA’S PRIVATE BIN COLLECTION
UNDERGOES A MODERN REDESIGN AS THE
WINERY MARKS ITS 60TH VINTAGE

© Imported by Winebow, Inc., New York, NY winebow.com

BRAND PROFILE

A TOWERING CABERNET
SAUVIGNON LEGACY

C

alifornia’s giant sequoia trees are
renowned for their longevity and
ability to connect to their environment, neighboring trees, and
remote water sources. In Rutherford, Sequoia Grove is built on that same philosophy of connection and interdependence.
Since its founding in 1979, during Napa’s “second wave” of wineries, this Napa
mainstay has become rooted in its terroir
while embracing a philosophy that empowers innovation. Today, with a young
and energetic team at the wheel—helmed
by winemaker Molly Hill and viticulturist
Jake Terell—the brand is uniquely positioned to expand their towering Cabernet
Sauvignon legacy from their headquarters
on the famed Rutherford Bench.
There is a wealth of institutional
knowledge at play within the Sequoia
Grove team; in the winery’s early days,
more than 40 years ago, renowned winemaker Andre Tchelistcheff consulted with
Sequoia Grove to build a great foundation
for high-quality Cabernet Sauvignon and
Chardonnay. It is this deep understanding

Winemaker Molly Hill

of Sequoia Grove and its vineyards that
builds the backbone for innovation today.
In 2008, Sequoia Grove acquired the
50-acre Tonella Vineyard in Rutherford—already a well-known and long-time
source of Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc for their Napa Valley Cabernet—and began replanting the heritage
vineyard to a diverse selection of clones
and rootstocks ideally suited to Rutherford’s gravelly loam soils. In June, the winery also acquired the renowned State Lane
Vineyard in Yountville. In each site and on
Sequoia Grove’s 24-acre estate, Terrell has
emphasized understanding the respective
terroirs of each vineyard block by mapping exposures, conducting extensive soil
sampling, and matching each vine to its
optimal site.
INVESTING IN QUALITY
Yet Sequoia Grove’s devotion to their
vineyards doesn’t stop once the vines are
established; their commitment to conscientious and sustainable farming runs
deep. The estate partners with Save the

Viticulturist Jake Terell

Redwoods League to preserve and protect
endangered sequoia and redwood forests,
and it holds Napa Green Winery, Vineyard,
and Fish Friendly Farming certifications.
As of today, 100 percent of their energy is
sourced from renewable resources—a significant investment in sustainability few
estates can claim.
Sequoia Grove fully updated their
winemaking facility in 2018, installing state-of-the-art sorting equipment,
presses, and an in-house barrel cellar.
These investments allow Hill to vinify
Cabernet Sauvignon with the utmost care,
avoiding excessive handling of the wine.
Aging in 100 percent French oak encourages balance in the final wines, which
speak to their unique Napa Valley terroir
and the majesty of Cabernet Sauvignon.
The 2018 Napa Cabernet Sauvignon
currently in the market beautifully showcases the potential of Sequoia Grove’s
gentle approach in the winery and cellar:
Classically structured and deep in color, it
segues seamlessly from dark fruit to baking spices before closing with Rutherford’s
signature, finely-grained finish.
Sequoia Grove’s all-consuming commitment to innovation and Cabernet
Sauvignon excellence has fostered an
environment that honors their roots in
the region, yet is poised for exceptional
growth and long-lasting success. n

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF SEQUOIA GROVE

SEQUOIA GROVE IS PUSHING BOUNDARIES AND QUALITY SKY-HIGH WITH
ITS COMBINATION OF WINEMAKING AND VITICULTURAL INNOVATIONS
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BRINGING AUTHENTIC
ABSINTHE BACK

bsinthe’s story in the United States
restarted with Absente Absinthe
Refined in 1999, when Absente became the first authentic absinthe
to be legally sold in the U.S. since the
spirit was banned in 1912. By “authentic,”
we mean that Absente is distilled from
wormwood and therefore contains thujone, the fabled, mind-altering substance
naturally present in the herb, which initially led to absinthe bans. (When lifting
the ban in 1999, the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives limited
thujone content to 10 milligrams per liter.)
Today, Absente is the leading name
in absinthe for both dedicated fans and
those who are curious about the Green
Fairy that fueled creative minds like Vincent Van Gogh and Oscar Wilde. Its connection to the French absinthes of the
19th century makes Absente all the more
desirable today.
Absente is made using a 160-year-old
recipe chosen by Michel Roux, a legend-

Convinced that the
future of absinthe would
best be found by looking
to the past, Michel Roux
chose Absente from a
group of 200 ancient
absinthe recipes.

ary spirits marketing executive known
for introducing Absolut vodka to the U.S.
market and creating Bombay Sapphire in
the 1980s. Convinced that the future of absinthe would best be found by looking to
the past, Roux chose Absente from a group
of 200 ancient absinthe recipes.
Wormwood, or Artemisia absinthium
is the main botanical that forms Absente,
giving the liquor a very bitter tone. Eight
other botanicals round out the spirit’s
flavor profile: Star anise adds a soothing
sweet licorice note; lemon balm contributes a hint of citrus; mugwort builds on the
balancing bitterness from the wormwood;
and peppermint adds a kick of freshness.
All of the botanicals come together at an
ancient distillery in the French Southern
Alps, which uses artisanal methods to let
the ingredients shine.
This herbaceous absinthe is aromatic
at 110 proof, with a spicy and bitter fin-

ish. Even with the intense profile, the
measured botanical recipe ensures a symphony of flavors that work together for an
absinthe you’ll enjoy no matter your preferred way to sip.
Absente pairs beautifully in beloved
classic cocktails like the Sazerac. It also
holds its own in refreshing absinthe
spritzes and tonics, adding an herbaceous
note without overwhelming. The historic
way to serve Absente is through the traditional “absinthe ritual” method that was
popular in the 1800s. Pour two ounces of
Absente in a glass, upon which a sugarcube-topped absinthe spoon is placed.
Then, drip two ounces of cold water over
the sugar. The water turns the absinthe
cloudy, an effect called louche, and lets the
flavors of the spirit unfold and open for a
delightful aperitif.
Each bottle of Absente comes with
the legendary absinthe spoon used for the
ritual, packaged in a box featuring Van
Gogh’s self-portrait. Because the brand is
closely associated with the artist himself,
Absente is fully benefiting from the interest generated by the 3D Van Gogh exhibitions popping up all over the U.S. this year.
The market has changed since Absente sat on shelves as the only true absinthe
in the U.S. two decades ago. Yet it’s Absente’s connection to these days gone by that
makes it an easy choice among the other
green bottles on the shelf. n

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF CRILLON ABSENTE

ABSENTE ABSINTHE REFINED WAS THE FIRST
BRAND TO BRING AUTHENTIC ABSINTHE BACK
TO THE U.S. SINCE 1912, AND IT’S STILL A GO-TO
FOR FANS AND NEWCOMERS ALIKE

TIPS FOR A SMOOTH AND
SUCCESSFUL HOLIDAY
SELLING SEASON
RETAILERS ARE GEARING UP FOR THE YEAR’S BIGGEST
MONTHS. HERE ARE EIGHT ESSENTIAL RULES FOR
REDUCING HEADACHES AND INCREASING PROFITS

espite lingering pandemic concerns, persistent staff shortages,
and supply chain woes, retailers are looking forward to
a holiday season that could almost feel normal—at least
compared to last year.
We spoke with retailers across the country to get their top tips
for ensuring the season goes as smoothly—and profitably—as possible.

D

A HEAD START WITH YOUR
01 | GET
CORPORATE CLIENTS
When it comes to assisting clients with
their gift lists, there’s no such thing as too
early. “This year, we were very proactive,”
says Jeffrey Wolfe, owner of Wolfe’s Wine
Shoppe in Florida. “For the first time, I
mailed an actual letter to former, current,
and potential clients focused on tips for
stress-free holiday personal and corporate
gift-giving. I laid out the required timing,
the info I need, and what I can do in terms
of selection, gift notes, and delivery.”
“We contact our clients in October letting them know that gifting early is the

new late,” explains Karen Williams, proprietor of ACME Fine Wines in Napa Valley.
She also lets them know that they’ll need
to use the ACME company spreadsheet.
“We have a proprietary format that speeds
up the gifting process so that unnecessary, precious, unavailable time isn’t spent
deciphering or reconfiguring hundreds of
business and personal spreadsheets. It has
allowed us a streamlined holiday bliss of
our own.”
And don’t forget the virtual get-together. “People are still working remotely
and companies are finding unique ways
to keep the team together,” says Sunshine
Foss, the owner of Brooklyn’s Happy Cork.

“You definitely want to take advantage of
this.” Check in with existing clients to see
if there’s interest in offering a virtual tasting to their team or their own clients. This
can be as simple as conducting a Zoom
tasting focused on the wine your client
is already gifting, or as complex as working with a food purveyor to do a combined
tasting. While it may be too late to schedule something for the holidays, you can
also lay the groundwork for events in the
new year.

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF EMMA K. MORRIS (ACME IN NAPA)

BY CHRISTY FRANK
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SUPPLY CHAIN ISSUES IN
02 | CONSIDER
YOUR BUYING DECISIONS
Supply chain disruptions have made
stocking up on core items a challenge for
over a year—and the holidays will only
put more pressure on this stressed pipeline. It will be particularly problematic
for key categories like Champagne. “We
are locking in Champagne buys much
earlier than we might otherwise,” explains Jill Bernheimer, owner of Domaine
LA. She ordered Champagne for her December wine club in September. “I can’t
risk not being able to get product which
is exactly what might happen if I hesitate
even a few days.”
This year it will be critical to have
a list of backup options—the more, the
better. “This year, we are moving a bit
beyond the well known names of Champagne and trying to find more delicious
sparkling wines from around the world,”
says Cara Patricia, cofounder of DECANTsf. “We are bringing in a greater
variety of SKUs from the smaller growers
whom we've built relationships with over
the years.”

OPPOSITE AND ABOVE: ACME Fine Wines’ interior and
thoughtful packaging. // Bottles are wrapped in tissue
paper and ribbon, accompanied by a card, and then laid
in boxes on a bed of more paper, all as a complimentary
service at DECANTsf // RIGHT: Packaging at Vino di Vino

"We'll stock up on
higher-end items to take
advantage of seasonal
deals, knowing we'll
sell some during the
holidays and the rest
throughout the
next year."
– Erin Bender, Irving Bottle

DEEP ( AND FAMILIAR) TO KEEP
0 3 | BUY
MARGINS HEALTHY
‘Tis the season to buy deeper on key items.
Analyze past sales history and “for fastmoving wine, if you don't always buy the
deep deals, Q4 is the time to do it,” says
JT Robertson, general manager at Le Du
Wines in Manhattan. “There is often an
opportunity to save five to 10 percent on
the bottle cost at larger quantities. This
might not make sense during slower quarters, but in Q4, a dollar here, a dollar there
adds up very quickly.”
“Consider strategically overbuying,”
suggests Erin Bender, general manager
at Irving Bottle in Brooklyn. “We’ll stock
up on higher-end items to take advantage
of seasonal deals, knowing we’ll sell some

during the holidays and the rest throughout the next year.” This does tie up cash,
but if the discounts are deep enough, the
positive margin impact can be worth it.
This is also the time to focus on the
classics. ”We always increase our collection of cru Beaujolais, Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon, Bordeaux, Barolo, and
Brunello beginning in October,” says Patricia. “The meals prepared in the fall and
winter just seem to love those wines.” Customers gravitate to these familiar regions
as well, which makes life easy. Once the
holidays are over, and customers and shop
staff have more time, retailers can return
to hand-selling their shop’s quirkier wines.

YOUR DISPLAYS DO THE
TALKING—AND THE SELLING
0 4 | LET
Set up your displays so they make it easy
for your customer to grab and go. Wolfe’s
Wine Shoppe offers grape variety-focused

INDUSTRY FOCUS

six-packs as well as an “everything you
need for the holidays” case that typically
includes a mix of crowd-pleasing reds,
whites, and of course, bubbles. Marissa
Ocasio, wine consultant at Center Wine
& Spirits in Glastonbury, Connecticut,
suggests displaying cocktail ingredients
together; for example, group a popular
gin, Campari, and vermouth together for
shoppers to make Negronis, and consider
including accessories such as large ice
cube trays. At Copake Wine Works, we
keep a table full of small-format bottles
available as stocking stuffers.
David Ucci, head of sales at Vino di
Vino in the Boston area, recommends a
“good, better, best” approach, showcasing
wines from three different price points
within a category. “This could be variety,
region, country of origin, or producer,” he
explains. “Then I can easily point to something that’s understandable for the customer.” This allows the customer to choose
the price point that’s right for them, which
may be higher than you think. Remember,
this is the time of year to “sell fearlessly,”
Ucci adds. “The last thing you want to do
is undersell your customer and not give
them the option to give the perfect gift
that they want to give.”

FORGET THE
0 5 | DON'T
GO-TO GIFT CARD
Gift cards are a holiday staple, so make
sure you offer them in some form. While
virtual certificates that can be used both
online or in-store are the holy grail, oldschool paper cards tracked on a spreadsheet can also work. No matter what
format you use, be sure to clearly communicate the expiration date. “Make sure
you train your staff on how to sell them,
how to redeem them, and where you store

them—before the season kicks into gear,”
stresses Irving Bottle’s Bender.

ABOUT
0 6 | BEGIFTSTRATEGIC
WRAPPING
Gift wrapping options can range from
intricate and involved, to simple and efficient, and retailers should seriously consider the space and staff required for prep
work and storage before developing their
strategy. Branded elements add a special

At Wolfe's Wine Shoppe, signature gift wrapping and
accessible six-packs make it easy for holiday shoppers
to grab and go

touch but require longer lead times to order and involve higher costs. “We use gift
bags instead of traditional wrapping to
keep things moving,” suggests Ocasio, “and
we pre-curl the ribbon.”
TJ Douglas, who owns Urban Grape
in Boston with his wife Hadley, invests
in a more elaborate gifting set up and
then brings in additional staff to manage
it. “We make sure that only a few people
are doing gift wrapping and that they are
trained the same way so that every single
package comes out looking beautiful,”
he shares.
For shops that have the necessary
space, Allegra Angelo at Vinya Wines in
Miami suggests “making a boxing station
that is grand and over-the-top. Make it an
experience. Have a pitcher of homemade
drinks, one alcoholic and one non-alcoholic. For example, we’re serving a twist
on Coquito, a creamy, rum-spiked Puerto
Rican drink.” This sort of display can highlight your gift wrapping offerings and entertain your customers while they wait.

TOTALLY HONEST ABOUT
0 7 | BESHIPPING
DEADLINES
If your shop ships and you haven’t already
ordered your materials, stop reading this
article and go order them now.
Next: It’s critical to know the most
current cut-off dates for all common car-

PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY EMMA K. MORRIS (ACME) / WOLFE'S WINE SHOPPE

An impessive gift box at ACME Fine Wines resonates
with shoppers who want to make a splash for the
holidays.

riers. UPS and FedEx aren’t guaranteeing
arrival dates for many of their services, so
retailers shouldn’t either. “It is always better to be upfront with a customer about
limitations and possible delays,” says Le
Du’s Robertson. “Even if it means you lose
the sale because you're telling someone
the truth about what could happen, it’s
always better than failing their request
because of reasons beyond your control.”
While ground shipping is more economical, be sure to offer expedited shipping for reasons of weather and timing.
“We let guests know that if they're worried
about the extra bucks it costs for expedited shipping, we recommend that they call
up a wine shop more local to their recipient and place an order with them,” says
DECANTsf’s Patricia. “We're always happy
to recommend shops that carry comparable wines.”

"We make sure that only
a few people are
doing gift wrapping and
that they are trained the
same way so that every
single package comes
out looking beautiful."
– TJ Douglas, Urban Grape

SURE ALL STAFF MEMBERS
0 8 | MAKE
STAY HAPPY AND HEALTHY
Even for shops that have the relative luxury of being fully staffed, it’s still going to
be a wild ride. “The temptation is to go full
throttle from morning until night,” says

Ucci. “But it’s really important to build in
down time for your teams so that everybody can maintain a high level of reserves.
They need to have something at the end,
because that’s when it’s the hardest.”
At my shop, Copake Wine Works in
upstate New York, we kick off the season
with an all-hands-on-deck training session to review store procedure and holiday-specific processes—as well as eat pastries and drink the first of many coffees.
At ACME Fine Wines, “We’ll have pizza
and Champagne gifting parties if we go
late into the after-hours work day,” says
Williams, “It keeps morale high.” Whatever you’re pouring, make sure to include
everyone—salespeople, cashiers, delivery
teams, stock people, and gift wrappers—
because nothing makes the holiday season
go more smoothly than a well-trained—
and well-fed—team. n

NEW
PRODUCTS
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1. LOUIS ROEDERER COLLECTION 242

A bold successor to Louis Roederer’s
longstanding, but now discontinued, Brut
Premier NV expression, the multi-vintage
Collection 242 was born out of a deep concern
for the environment. The blend, marking a
new chapter for the Champagne house, is
dominated by grapes from the 2017 harvest,
largely Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, and Meunier
from the Vallée de la Marne, and balanced
with both a “Perpetual Reserve” and oak-aged
reserve wines for a fresh, finessed flagship
bubbly.

SRP: $63 per 750ml bottle
louisroederer.com

4. PARTY CAN

After the debut of Triple Spice Margarita, its
initial offering, the large-format, ready-todrink Party Can has introduced two additional
flavors: Cosmicpolitan and Gold Rush Old
Fashioned. The former, a riff on the Cosmo,
melds passionfruit, vodka, orange liqueur, and
lime; the latter combines Kentucky bourbon,
honey, and fresh lemon juice with natural
herbs, bitters, and black and chamomile teas.
The playfully designed, resealable cans each
contain 12 full-size cocktails.

SRP: $29.99 per 1.75 liter can
drinkpartycan.com
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2. INSPIRO TEQUILA

Luna Blanco, packaged in a slim, elegant,
easy-to-pour bottle, is the inaugural
offering from female-fueled Inspiro Tequila,
conceived by former Chicago lawyer Mara
Smith and crafted by “maestra tequilera”
Ana Maria Romero Mena. Devoid of
additives, sugar, and carbs, Luna Blanco
is made with 100% Blue Weber agave and
mellowed in American oak barrels. A rush
of vanilla and caramel flavors leads to
undertones of berry, mint, and citrus.

SRP: $52.99 per 750ml bottle
inspirotequila.com

5. MIRABEAU RIVIERA DRY ROSÉ GIN

At first, Londoners Stephen and Jeany Cronk
set out for Provence to make wine.
Now the entrepreneurs behind the
rosé empire Maison Mirabeau have set
their sights on spirits with the launch of
Mirabeau Riviera Dry Rosé Gin. The bonedry pink gin is built on a base of 100% grape
neutral spirit upcycled from discarded grape
skins and is laced with a slew of botanicals,
including juniper berries, Menton lemon
peels, Orris and Angelica root, rosemary,
thyme, and coriander seeds.

SRP: $44.99 per 750ml bottle
maisonmirabeau.com
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3. VOYAGE BY ALFRED GIRAUD
FRENCH MALT WHISKY

Four generations of the Giraud clan gained
expertise at a Cognac house before
venturing into whisky. Voyage, the first
“Exploratory Blend” from family-owned
Alfred Giraud French Malt Whisky, brings
together two single malts. One of them
is aged in Sauternes casks that conjure
layers of custard, grape, and acacia honey;
the other rests in French Robinia, a robust
wood rarely used in whisky production that
imbues the spirit with white flower notes.

SRP: $180 per 750ml bottle
alfredgiraudwhisky.com

6. GEA BY ROOT: 1

Sustainable Chilean winery Root: 1 has
launched its GEA brand in the U.S. through
Winebow Imports. Packaged in a portable,
eco-conscious three-liter box, GEA by
Root:1 is a red blend dominated by Cabernet
Sauvignon, rounded out with a hint of País,
an historic, indigenous Chilean varietal
sourced from the valley between the Andes
mountain range and the Pacific Ocean. The
medium-bodied wine, produced with clean
energy sources and minimal water usage,
flaunts aromas of fresh berries and floral
notes.

SRP: $25 per three-liter box
root1wine.com
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7. GIN LANE 1751 X CYNTHIA ROWLEY

Fashion designer Cynthia Rowley’s collaboration
with London-distilled Gin Lane 1751 has yielded
the ‘Victoria’ Pink Gin Bottle Clutch. The petite
drawstring bag, decked out in Rowley’s uplifting
floral pattern, holds one bottle of Gin Lane 1751’s
aromatic bitters-infused pink gin. The limitededition release supports Gin Lane 1751’s annual
fundraising initiatives for the Pink Agenda;
through the end of 2021, 50 percent of profits
from the clutch will be donated to this non-profit
organization for its commitment to breast cancer
research and care.

SRP: $37.99 per 750ml bottle
ginlane1751.com

10. SALDO

Raves for the Prisoner Wine Company’s Saldo
Zinfandel encouraged the Napa Valley winery
to start developing an entire luxury portfolio
of Saldo wines. The newest installment is the
dense Red Blend, composed of Petite Sirah,
Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon, and Zinfandel
sourced from California’s North and Central
Coasts. The Prisoner Wine Company’s director
of winemaking Chrissy Wittmann, and Saldo
lead winemaker Todd Ricard, an alum of Wild
Horse Winery, are also working on a Chenin
Blanc slated to hit shelves in 2022.

SRP: $32 per 750ml bottle
theprisonerwinecompany.com
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8. SLOW & LOW COFFEE
OLD-FASHIONED

An expansion of the Cooper Spirits Company’s
pioneering ready-to-drink brand Slow & Low
Rock & Rye, Slow & Low Coffee Old-Fashioned
is inspired by the New Orleans classic Café
Brûlot. Developed in partnership with Intelligentsia Coffee, the bottled libation comprises
two-year-old rye whiskey and an Intelligentsia
Cold Coffee blend mingling Ethiopian, Guatemalan, and Peruvian brews, along with raw honey,
demerara cane sugar, aromatic bitters, and
orange peel.

SRP: $26.99 per 750ml bottle
drinkslowandlow.com

11. WESTWARD AMERICAN SINGLE
MALT CASK STRENGTH

Locals have been enjoying Westward American
Single Malt Cask Strength for several years
in Portland, Oregon, tasting rooms. Now, this
barrel-strength version of the original Single
Malt has become the brand’s fourth permanent
line extension, available nationwide. Rife with
flavors of sesame, tobacco leaf, and cacao, the
125-proof whiskey is formed from locally malted
barley, brewed with ale yeast, and aged in new,
lightly charred American oak barrels.

SRP: $99.99 per 750ml bottle
westwardwhiskey.com
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9. VEUVE DU VERNAY SPARKLING
ALCOHOL REMOVED

Tapping into the rising demand for alcoholfree alternatives, Veuve du Vernay, the
affordably priced French sparkling wine
brand known for its Ice and Brut varieties,
has unveiled Sparkling Alcohol Removed.
This vegan expression, concocted from
100% Muscat grapes, is subtly floral and free
of added sugar, ideally served as an aperitif
or with dessert.

SRP: $14.99 per 750ml bottle
veuveduvernay.com

12. SCAPEGRACE BLACK GIN

Scapegrace Black Gin, a New Zealand hit
from brothers-in-law Mark Neal and Daniel
McLaughlan’s Scapegrace Distillery, can now
be found stateside. Its eye-catching jet-black
hue is all natural, thanks to a botanical blend
of local sweet potato, aronia berry, pineapple,
saffron, and electric blue-colored butterfly
pea flower from Southeast Asia. When the
gin comes into contact with the acidity from,
say, citrus or tonic, it dramatically morphs
into a soft lavender hue.

SRP: $39.99 per 750ml bottle
scapegracedistillery.com
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WHAT WINE AND SPIRITS DELIVERY
DRIVERS WISH YOU KNEW
DISTRIBUTOR DRIVERS AND WAREHOUSE MANAGERS FROM ACROSS
THE COUNTRY SHARE THEIR TIPS FOR RESTAURANTS AND RETAILERS ON
HOW DELIVERY LOGISTICS CAN RUN MORE EFFICIENTLY

T

he truck drivers who deliver wine and spirits to shops
and restaurants may clock hundreds of miles each week
crisscrossing their state, or battle snarls of urban traffic (or
both) while moving hundreds of cases each day. While many
accounts see their delivery driver more often than their sales rep, these
interactions are often taken for granted.
“While that final step of bringing the
wine to someone might seem really simple—you placed an order and now you’re
receiving it—there’s so much backend coordination that goes into getting you that
wine,” says Grant Richardson, owner of
Pangea Selections in Texas. “People want
to be taken care of, but they don’t understand all the moving parts and planning
that goes into that 10-minute interaction
between the receiver and the driver.”

Beverage Media spoke with truck
drivers for distributors across the country to learn how the delivery process can
be improved.

Provide Clear, Precise, and
Up-To-Date Delivery Instructions
Drivers really do read these and depend on them in order to plan their
route throughout the day. It’s critical
for buyers to specify accurate receiving

windows of time and to note the days
the business is completely closed. Titus
Laie, a driver with Last Mile Hillebrand
in California, stresses the importance
of also providing detailed instructions
on which door to deliver to and how to
find it, as well as information on oneway streets or side streets that make
for better entrances. Details on specific
staging areas within the account are
also very helpful. Laie also stresses the
importance of listing telephone numbers that will be answered (and won’t
be directed straight to the business’s
answering machine).

ABOVE: Drivers Titus Laie and George Lewis (Last Mile
Hillebrand) and Scott Luce (Martignetti)
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BY CHRISTY FRANK

The Importance of Process and
Well-Trained Staff
“I’m invading your space—I know that,”
says Emmanuelle Barbe, a driver with
Kellogg Selections in North Carolina.
“I’ll try to make it as smooth as possible,
and please do the same for me.” Ideally,
every staff member should be trained and
authorized to receive deliveries and know
exactly how to handle incoming cases.
“Drivers are creatures of habit. When
a location has everything clearly marked,
where to drop product, where to drop
paperwork along with who to go to for
a signature, this is when things run the
smoothest,” says Rob Martin, also with
Last Mile Hillebrand.
Developing seamless processes pays
off for everyone on both sides of the
transaction, says Edward DeVito, SVP
warehouse operations and delivery at
Martignetti Companies in Massachusetts:
“Going to an account with nice receivers
who know what they are doing, those are
my favorite accounts.”

PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF PRUFROCK / T ELENTENY

Accept the Order. Don’t Ask
Drivers to Come Back
Asking a driver to come back later may
seem like a simple request but it makes
walking the logistical tightrope even
more challenging. “A lot of accounts aren’t
available during their provided time
windows and we must then reattempt
several times to make the delivery,”
Laie shares. “This impacts all the other

deliveries scheduled for that day.”
Accounts may not realize the logistical
nightmare this can create. “You have to
figure out how you’re going to navigate
to go backward,” says Orven Anderson, a
driver with M.S. Walker in Massachusetts.
This involves constantly reworking his
route and physically reshuffling hundreds
of cases in his truck multiple times a day.
This isn’t simply considerate to
drivers—it keeps costs down. “Being
flexible on receiving windows and
attentive and prompt when signing for
deliveries helps us be more efficient,”
says Charisse Tolano, dispatch manager at
Last Mile Hillebrand . “This keeps delivery
prices lower. Delivery companies like
FedEx charge three times the price we do,
and that’s without offering specific time
windows or temperature control.”
ABOVE: Prufrock driver Seth Dixon, who listens to the
Dollup podcast while driving // LEFT: Abbey Koenig of
T Elenteny Imports

Fintech Is Your Friend
If you’re in a market that requires payment
upon delivery, drivers urge you to have
checks ready and waiting. If available,
explore an online pre-payment system
such as Fintech, which ensures that anyone
can accept delivery—without needing to
track down a check or someone authorized
to write one. Those “few minutes” quickly
add up. “In the big scheme, it’s nothing,”
says Kellogg Selections’ Barbe. “But in our
day, 25 minutes plus 25 minutes plus 25
minutes will make the difference between
a happy customer at the end of the route
and a very angry customer who’s not
receiving his wine on time.” Besides, as
Temez Isaac, a driver with Rive Gauche
Wine Co. in Georgia, adds, your driver
“won’t need to worry about carrying this
little slip of paper that might be worth
thousands of dollars.”
Check the Invoice—Always!
“It would be great if the receiver knew
exactly what the buyer had ordered,” says
Barbe. This may seem like wine receiving
101, but nearly everyone we spoke with
complained about the frequency of delivered products not matching the invoice,
and the mis-ship not being noticed.
“Even if you discuss it verbally with
the driver,” says Elly Hartshorn, the
founder of Sidekick Delivery, which joined
forces with Hillebrand in 2017 to form Last
Mile Hillebrand, “always note any discrep-

OPERATIONS

Don’t Shoot the Messenger
“As drivers, we are on the front line and
we take the heat for the salespeople, office
people, wine producers, and warehouses
when they make mistakes,” explains Laie.
“We are human and sometimes we make
mistakes too, but most of the time we are
at the end of a long telephone chain.”
“I’m happy to help and answer
questions if I can,” says Seth Dixon, a
driver with Prufrock Wines in Oregon,
“but no, I don’t know what you talked
about with your salesman. All I know is
what’s on my invoice.” Make sure you
have general guidelines in place so anyone

receiving an order will know
what to do—receive it as is,
refuse it entirely, or try to reach
you (and if they can’t, what to
do then). If this varies by distributor,
make sure you have detailed instructions
accessible.

Build Relationships—Acts of
Kindness Are Noticed
"We’re all in this together” was a common
refrain during all our conversations with
drivers. Delivery drivers recognize that
they’re tightly tied into a codependent
supply chain network, even if the accounts
don’t. Get on a first name basis with them
and take time for some small talk to build
trust and respect.
“The customers we have good
communication with make our jobs so
much easier,” says Anderson. “Those are
the customers that you don’t mind going
the extra length for every now and then
if they need it.” And yes, drivers have
favorites. “All accounts, big or small, are
important for us, but the accounts that
treat us with respect, not as delivery
guys, are always our favorites,” shares
Gardy Dumesle, the long-time warehouse
manager at New York’s Rosenthal Wine
Merchant.
“When you are on the road all day,
you don’t have a breakroom, per se, so
accounts that offer water or use of their

ABOVE: M.S. Walker driver Ovren Anderson and a piece of
wood he keeps in his truck... just in case // Edward DeVito
of Martignetti

“There’s something new
that you didn’t expect
to happen on a day to
day. Nothing surprises
you anymore – you’ve
already been through
the worst. What else can
happen?”
– Ovren Anderson,
a driver with M.S. Walker

bathroom makes you feel like a human,”
explains Last Mile Hillebrand’s Hartshorn.
“Those acts of kindness make the job worth
it.” And don’t underestimate the power of
a good snack. Rive Gauche’s Isaac fondly
remembers a mind-blowing basil cake
with strawberry sorbet and Martignetti’s
DeVito recalls a thank you sandwich after
wrapping up a 300-case delivery.
Most accounts wouldn’t think twice
about offering this sort of hospitality to
their customers and should be offering
it to their drivers as well. As Barbe put it,
“Everybody is a customer for everybody.
Treat everybody with respect.”
And please, don’t forget to check your
invoice. ■
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ancies with your signature on the Bill of
Lading (BOL).”
It’s time well spent to save headaches
later. “A BOL is a legally binding document
and a huge piece in determining when
things go awry,” explains Abbey Koenig,
senior account manager at T. Elenteny
Imports. If an issue isn’t marked at the
time of delivery, an account can request
an investigation at the warehouse, but if a
physical inventory can’t confirm it, “there
is not much we can do.”

BUSINESS SALES & ACQUISITIONS

ATKINS
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Recognized Industry Expert

Testimonials
“He did a great job and I would recommend anyone

who is thinking of selling their business to contact
Steve prior to signing with anyone else. He does his
research and puts people together…”
Barry G., Prince George’s County

“Your knowledge and ability to put out fires can't be

measured in dollars and cents. With all the things that
came up, I'm not sure this sale would have happened
without your expertise…”
Ron S., Frederick County

“Steve followed the transaction through every step of

Steve Atkins, Principal Broker
Business Intermediary

Email: atkins.steve@comcast.net
www.atkinsrealtygroup.com

• Mountain Liquors
• Kenilworth Liquors
• Phelp’s Liquors
• Harbor Spirits
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• Chesapeake Liquors
• Leeds Liquors
• All Saints Liquors
• I.M. Wine
• Dual Hwy. Liquors
• Decker’s Wine & Spirits
• Hideaway Lounge

the process offering advice on dealing with the
Landlord, the Governmental authorities as well as the
buyer. The expertise that Mr. Atkins brought to the sale
was appreciated by both parties and was the sole
reason that I was able to complete the sale
and retire.”
Maben K., Anne Arundel County

• Franks Den
• Staples Corner Liquors
• Shop Rite Liquors
• Short Stop Beverage Barn
• Harpers Choice Liquors • Milford Liquors
• John’s General Store
• Clauss Liquors
• Star Liquors
• 7 Courts Liquors
• Cranberry Liquors
• Walther Liquors
• Woodensburg Market
• Bernie’s Liquors
• Ye Old Packaged Goods
• Muddy Creek Liquors
• Old Orchard Liquors
• The Liquor Store
• Camelot Liquors
• Centreville Liquors
• Federal Hill Wine & Spirits

Atkins Business Solutions
A division of Atkins Realty Group, Inc.

Call us today!

410-757-4965

Introducing Pay Now,
Online Bill Payment
powered by

Breakthru Beverage Group’s
eCommerce solution to manage your
business anytime, anywhere — and
now you can pay your bills, too.

Pay Now, Breakthru’s online solution to managing invoice payments, can now
be accessed through BREAKTHRU NOW.
• Fast, secure, convenient with 24-hour account access
• Easy to setup and easy to use.
• Free to use. No hidden service fees or additional charges.
• Select and pay the bills you want, schedule payments or utilize the
auto pay functionality

Sign up for BREAKTHRU NOW today for more
information by scanning the QR code or by or
sign up for an account at Now.BreakthruBev.com

Delivering a better beverage experience.
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THE HALLMARKS OF
GREAT BAR DESIGN

Kimball House in Atlanta

FROM CREATING FLEXIBLE SPACES TO
OPTIMIZING BAR CONFIGURATIONS TO SUIT
BOTH BARTENDER AND GUEST, GREAT BAR
DESIGN IS TRICKY—AND CRITICAL
BY CHALL GRAY

GETTING THE MUSIC RIGHT

As soon as a guest steps in the door of a
bar, design impacts that first impression.
“What mood is the bar trying to create?
That comes across right away with the
lighting and music,” says Erick Castro, an
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owner of Polite Provisions and Raised By
Wolves, San Diego bars known for their
unique and ambitious designs.
In an ideal hospitality environment,
the best music strikes the balance between
being omnipresent but not overpowering;
in other words, loud enough to drown out
adjoining areas, but not so loud as to hamper your own conversation. That sounds
simple yet can take significant effort and
cost to execute perfectly.
Sound dampening and absorption is
often required to offset the many hard
surfaces that are incumbent in a hospitality venue. Consistent decibel spread
throughout the room is another consideration, to avoid overly quiet or ear-piercing
areas. A great way to achieve this is by having a greater number of speakers throughout the venue. Greg Boehm, the owner of
several New York City bars including Mace

Polite Provisions in San Diego

and Katana Kitten, says that his goal when
designing a bar is to have no seat more
than eight feet from a speaker.
LIGHTING IS EVERYTHING

Without a doubt, the most common design mistake is lighting. Whether by type,
style, or location, lighting is as difficult to
get right as it is critical to guest experience. The longer one talks with designers
and operators about lighting, the more
dictums, rules, and musts end up entering
the conversation.
As a rule, lighting should be matched
to the negative space of the ceiling. Func-

www.BeverageJournalInc.com
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W

hen designing a bar or
restaurant, it’s far easier
to get things wrong than
right. In a space that may
be thousands of square feet,
even a few poorly designed inches can
dramatically impact the flow of service or
the comfort of a guest.
SevenFifty Daily spoke to a handful of
designers and notable bar owners across
the country to highlight some of the key
hallmarks of a well-designed bar—and
what design considerations have changed
since the pandemic.

Does your cooler
need a
Face Lift?

Does your
cooler
suffer from:

Х Bad shelving?
Х Leaky doors?
Х Foggy glass?
Х Lighting on the fritz?

Call Today for a FREE cooler health
check! Mention “BEVERAGE JOURNAL”
for an extra $50 OFF a future service.
*$50 discount on purchase of Service within 30 days
of a free health check.

Like us at

facebook.com/CAREYSALESANDSERVICES

Serving the Local Beverage Industry since 1933
3141 Frederick Ave. Baltimore, MD

410-945-7878 or 800-848-7748 • careysales.com

Bodily injury • Property damage • Medical payments
Legal defense and judgment • Personal and advertising injury...

Workplace Incidents and Accidents happen...

WHO CAN YOU DEPEND ON?

Call Passauer & Miller • 410-871-4400 now!

IMPROVED COVERAGE. SUPERIOR SERVICE. BEST RATES POSSIBLE!
At Passauer and Miller, we are dedicated to
becoming your insurance counselors. We work hard
to develop lifelong alliances spanning both your
business and personal insurance needs.
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INDUSTRY FOCUS

CREATING WELCOMING
AND FLEXIBLE SPACES

In addition to music and lighting, the
physical design of a bar’s entrance is also
critical in forming a positive impression.
“If the first emotion the guest feels is confusion, then you’re creating a challenge for
the quality of their visit, right off the bat,”
says Stephani Robson, a lauded restaurant
design consultant and professor for Cor-

“People usually go to a
bar to talk to someone,
so the seating needs
to make that easy… a
pair of lounge chairs
together should be at a
120° angle.”
– Stephani Robson, restaurant
design consultant and professor

nell University’s School of Hotel Administration. A properly designed entrance
allows the guest to immediately ascertain
whether there is a host or they should seat
themselves, and whether there is table
service or they should order at the bar,
among other practical concerns.
It’s also important for the overall room
or space to have flexibility. “How do you
make a room that’s large feel intimate?”
muses John Dye, formerly an architect and
now the owner of several prominent and
historic Milwaukee bars, including Bryant’s Cocktail Lounge and At Random.
Many bars make 40 percent or more of

Trick Dog in San Francisco
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gross revenues on weekend nights, but a
space that accommodates 125 revelers on a
Friday also needs to feel comfortable on a
Tuesday with just a handful of guests unwinding after work.
When referring to the layout of a
room, owners often use the term “energy
centers.” The main energy center of any
bar is the physical bar itself, but a lounge
or parlor seating area, large piece of artwork, or predetermined traffic pattern
can also delineate an energy center. Astutely designed rooms will balance the energy centers and types of seating, avoiding
a lopsided feel or having any dead areas (a
spot that is usually the guest’s last choice).
WHAT TO HIDE

A bar is a complicated apparatus that must
accommodate a multitude of functions,

State of Grace in Houston
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tional lighting for the bartender is also
critical, yet should not impact main bar
space. Everything needs to be on a dimmer switch. And of course, there’s always
the capacity for human error. “Even when
the lighting is designed correctly, it can
be ruined by staff leaving the dimmer
switches too high,” laments Josh Harris,
an owner of Trick Dog in San Francisco.
Additional switches and circuitry
(meaning that more than one fixture isn’t
tied to the same switch and dimmer) are
worth every penny. The ideal Kelvin rating (a scale of brightness in light bulbs) for
most bar usage is 2200.
But this is a mere sample of the many
intricacies of great lighting design. “Lighting is the great meeting of form and function. If you can accomplish both you’re either really good or lucky,” says Harris.
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WHEN INCHES SAVE DOLLARS

Let’s say you’re ordering a Manhattan in
a professionally designed, high-volume
cocktail bar. The quick arrival of that
drink typically connotes a plethora of
infrastructural details, painstakingly designed and implemented, often at great
cost.
The bartender reached for bourbon
and vermouth, and likely did so within
an 18-inch radius of their positioning.
Functional lighting (even with the room
properly dimmed) allowed them to see the
many bottles in the well. After stirring, the
mixing glass may have been cleaned on a
star rinser to save a few seconds of using
a sink. The used strainer was rinsed by a
small foot-pedal-operated faucet, thus
leaving the bartender’s other hand free
to start on the next drink. “I watch how
many movements it takes to make a drink
or a round. If it takes a long time to make
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a three-ingredient drink it’s probably not
going to be a profitable bar,” says Joaquin
Simo, the proprietor of New York City’s
Pouring Ribbons and Alchemy Consulting.
Even the body angle of the bartender
requires consideration. Simo notes that
if the rail where drinks are built is even a
few inches too far away from the bartender it can lead to lower back issues, elbow
problems, or plantar fasciitis.
On the other side of the bar, there are
a multitude of angles, measurements, and
placements that all must align to create
a comfortable visit for the guest. “People
usually go to a bar to talk to someone, so
the seating needs to make that easy,” says
Robson. “For instance, a pair of lounge
chairs together should be at a 120° angle.”
The ideal height distance between a seat
and table or counter surface is one foot.
A bar foot rail should be six inches tall.
Forty-two inches is the perfect bar height.
Bar owners use these and other measurement standards (of which there are many)
to attempt to create an ideal guest experience.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
FOR NEW BAR REALITIES

Bars have been an integral part of society for several millennia, and that certainly won’t change. Bars have weathered
plagues, wars, and everything in between.
But with each cataclysmic societal shift,
businesses grow and adapt. “You would be
an irresponsible operator if you didn’t take
[the pandemic] into account,” says Simo.

While none of the previously mentioned design fundamentals were altered
by COVID-19, it added a host of other variables to consider. In considering real estate, many owners will be less favorable
toward a location that doesn’t have the
possibility of outdoor seating. “Businesses, cities, and local governments have realized that people love to drink outside—
it would be foolish for regulations not to
move forward [with that],” says Castro.
While in the past a host stand may have
only needed to house a few menus and a
notebook or iPad, now there may be numerous additional requirements: sanitizer,
an infrared thermometer, masks, and other
safety items. Guests are also more aware of
safety and cleanliness now, which entails
more attentiveness from the staff.
Designers and bars are already integrating pandemic-related safety concerns
into their operations. In time it will be just
another of the myriad details that go into
opening a bar and creating the right experience for a customer.
In the end, what exactly makes the difference between a great and memorable
experience and a lackluster one? It comes
down to a combination of hundreds of factors, angles, measurements, and design
decisions, many of which are decided long
before the guest ever steps into the bar. n
Chall Gray is the author of The Cocktail Bar: Notes for an
Owner & Operator (White Mule Press, 2018), co-owner
of the acclaimed bar Little Jumbo in Asheville, NC, and a
principal of the bar consulting firm Slings & Arrows. He
lives in Asheville, NC with his wife and son.
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many involving equipment that should, by
necessity, be hidden from the guest. “How,
why, and where the cleaning supplies are
kept is key,” says Harris.
The point of sale (POS) machine is another example of something that must be
accommodated in each design. “You want
to make it as invisible as possible,” says
John Bencich, an architect who founded
Atlanta’s Square Feet Design with his wife
Vivian and has designed Atlanta area hospitality spaces like Kimball House and
Halfway Crooks.
The “often utilized but best neither
seen nor heard” category also includes
such concerns as refrigeration equipment,
ice machines, air tanks for beer taps and
soda guns, prep areas, dump sinks, trash,
recycling, and perhaps even grease trap
emptying. Ideally, these tasks are all accomplished while the guest retains the
tacit illusion that everything within the
bar happens with the same fastidiousness
they see exhibited in their fancy drink and
the shiny bartop it rests upon.

